Thoracic Intramedullary Lipoma in a 3-year-old Child: Spontaneous Decrease in the Size Following Incomplete Resection

Abstract

Nondysraphic intramedullary spinal cord lipomas are even rarer. We present a thoracic intramedullary lipoma which spontaneously decreased in size following surgical debulking. A 3-year-old girl was admitted to our department with complaints of back pain since 1 year and progressive difficulty in walking since 6 months. Her magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed T8-9 intramedullary mass showing increased signal intensity in both T1- and T2-weighted images. The patient was operated with a T8-9 laminoplasty and debulking, and internal decompression of the tumor was made. Histologically, the tumor was uniformly composed of mature adipose tissue revealing a lipoma. First-month control MRI revealed the rest mass almost the half volume of the preoperative mass. The 2nd year MRI revealed the size of the lipoma was spontaneously decreased to almost half of postoperative size and 3rd year was the same as the 2nd year with a mild kyphosis. Decompression and debulking with or without duraplasty is the most appropriate treatment for symptomatic patients. Dietary measures with control of fat intake and long-term follow-up are also suggested.
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Introduction

Intraspinal lipomas are rare neoplasms accounting for <1% of all spinal cord tumors. Nondysraphic intramedullary spinal cord lipomas are even rarer.[1-4] They are believed to be hamartomas occurring as a result of disordered embryogenesis, therefore, the fat tissue of intraspinal lipomas behave according to the general fat metabolism of the patient.[1,2] We present a 3-year-old girl with a thoracic intramedullary lipoma which spontaneously decreased in size following surgical debulking.

Case Report

A 3-year-old girl was admitted to our department with complaints of back pain since 1 year and progressive difficulty in walking since 6 months. Her mother declared she had been aware of spasticity in lower extremities since 6 months and for the last few weeks, she was unable to walk independently and had urinary incontinence. Her neurological examination revealed spastic paraparesis and bilateral extensor Babinski signs and bilateral clonus of the ankles. Her magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed T8-9 intramedullary mass showing increased signal intensity in both T1- and T2-weighted images [Figure 1]. The patient was operated with a T8-9 laminoplasty and debulking and internal decompression of the tumor was made. Complete resection was not attempted as there was no plane of cleavage between the cord and the tumor. The dura was easily closed primarily without using a graft. Histologically, the tumor was uniformly composed of mature adipose tissue revealing a lipoma. Postoperative period was uneventful and neurological status of the patient get better immediately following surgery. She was mobilized with aid on the postoperative 3rd day and at the 1st month follow-up visit she was walking independently with a sequela of right ankle spasticity. First month control MRI revealed the rest mass almost the half volume of the preoperative mass. No strict dietary measures were taken but her mother was told to be careful about the weight gain of the patient as this might have the potential of increasing the tumor size. The 1st year MRI was almost the same and neurological status was same. The 2nd year MRI revealed the size of the lipoma was spontaneously decreased to almost half of postoperative size and 3rd year was the same as the...
2nd year with a mild kyphosis [Figure 2]. The patients were observed to gain weight at the lower limit compared to charts of healthy children at this 3 years period.

**Discussion**

Nondysraphic intramedullary spinal cord lipomas are rare, and their management is challenging. Almost all authors emphasize that attempts at radical resection are bound to produce significant morbidity as no clear cleavage plane exists between lipoma and spinal cord.\(^1,2\) Furthermore the spinal cord is fragile, and lipoma may encase the neural tissues. Therefore debulking and decompression of the spinal cord are usually advised to be the most appropriate surgical treatment for the symptomatic patients. Sharp dissection with microsurgical technique is useful and carbon dioxide laser, and ultrasonographic aspiration can be used if present and additional duraplasty is also advocated by some authors.\(^1\)

Continuous intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring is another useful tool to perform safer and more extensive debulking of intramedullary lipomas.\(^2,6,7\) Pang et al. reported that intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring is the sine qua non in lipoma surgery for total/near-total resection which they believe produce a much better long-term progression-free survival than partial resection.\(^8\) They compared long-term outcome of 315 total or near-total resection and 116 partial lipoma resection and concluded that total or near-total resection achieves better long-term protection than partial resection for spinal lipomas related to dysraphism. Yet for the nondysraphic lipomas most authors agree that total resection is not related to a better outcome and even probably worsen neurologic deficit, therefore, surgical debulking and decompression is enough for stabilizing the patients neurologically.\(^2,6,7\)

The pathogenesis of intramedullary lipomas suggests a maldevelopmental process at the stage of cleavage of germ cell layers. Therefore they are considered to be nonneoplastic tissue, indeed they are believed to be truly hamartomas which behave according to the general fat metabolism of the patient.\(^1,5\) Giudicelli et al. in their study compared the metabolic characteristics of congenital intraspinal lipoma cells with normal adipocytes and found out that they are identical which supports the idea that intraspinal lipomas can increase or decrease in size in accordance with the rest of the fatty pool.\(^9\)

The hamartomatous behavior of the fat of the lipoma had been supported by the observation of the growth of lipoma in patients with an increase in body fat and by also reports of a decrease in the size of the lipoma by weight loss.\(^10-12\) This brings the idea of suggesting dietary measures to reduce body fat to reduce the size of a lipoma, but this approach is questioned by some those who have observed a rapid lipoma growth.\(^13,14\)

In our case, we performed decompression by debulking of the lipoma and at the follow-up period we realized a spontaneous decrease in the size of the lipoma. We think this may be due to grow patients gaining weight at the lower limit compared to charts of healthy children.

**Conclusion**

Nondysraphic intramedullary spinal cord lipomas are hamartomas that have the potential of changing size according to the general fat metabolism of the patient. As complete resection have the serious risk of irreversible neural damage, decompression and debulking with or without duraplasty is the most appropriate treatment for symptomatic patients. Dietary measures with control of fat intake and long-term follow-up are also suggested.
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